
REPLAY REVIVE®

Restores the performance and 
appearance of synthetic sports surfaces 
for maximum life expectancy.

The REPLAY REVIVE® process extends the life of a 
synthetic sports pitch and minimises the risk of injury to 
players by improving grip and reducing compaction.

Regular, planned maintenance massively reduces repair 
and replacement costs by keeping surfaces in excellent 
condition.

REPLAY REVIVE® is also 
as effective on water-
based carpets or polymeric 
surfaces - removing surface 
dirt even in the wet.

NEGLECTED

Reasons to use REPLAY REVIVE® 

l	 REsToREs porosity, playing performance (ball roll   
 and bounce) and player comfort - our state of the art   
 machines remove contaminants, reduce compaction,   
 enhance porosity and maintain excellent surface health.
l	 REGuLAR maintenance extends the life expectancy of  
 pitches and their income generation capabilities.
l	 REVENuEs are maximised - with proactive, planned   
 maintenance costly repairs and emergency treatment can  
 be avoided and as the facility downtime is minimised.
l	 REDuCEs health and safety risks - REPLAY REVIVE®   
 reduces compaction and improves grip and drainage   
 minimising the risk of injury.
l	 REINfoRCEs your committment to the health and   
 safety of end users.
l	 REfREshING service from courteous, professional   
 and fully NVQ trained operatives - all employed directly  
 by Replay. To ensure the best service for clients Replay   
 does not use sub-contracted labour and service teams   
 have CRB and pre-qualified MoD security approval.
l	 RELIAbILITY - use of the best Revive machines   
 and processes currently available.
l	 REAL experience with a track record that covers eight   
 years and thousands of maintenance projects.
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REPLAY REVIVE® - 

how does the process work?

“…since the implementation of the 
maintenance programme, usage of the 
facility has significantly increased. The pitch 
surface is now considerably better to play on 
and is proving easier to maintain due to the 
professional maintenance of the carpet pile.”
Kelly Ellis, Head of Football Development, Leicestershire FA.

“…I know Replay will do the work when they 
are scheduled to, in a safe and professional 
manner, and the quality is excellent so it’s one 
less thing I and my groundsmen have to worry 
about.”
Shirley Bowman, Edinburgh Leisure.

Customised and self-
contained vans adapted 
to carry our bespoke 
maintenance machinery 
throughout the uK.
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Arrive at pitch and 
remove debris including 
litter and leaves that 
if left will decompose 
into the surface and 
lead to drainage and 
performance problems.
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utilising our bespoke
machinery, our trained
operatives can configure
the front and rear
attachments depending
on the condition of the
surface.
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The integral turbine 
vacuum within the 
machine will extract out 
the fine contaminates 
from the infill.

Where required on 
3G surfaces, sprung 
tines can be used for 
decompacting the 
infill improving surface 
performance.
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finally the mounted 
rigid brush is used on the 
surface to redistribute 
the infill resulting in 
a perfectly groomed 
finish.
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The rotating brush can 
be set to penetrate 
the surface to a 
defined depth lifting 
and filtering the 
infill removing the 
contaminates.

on completion, 
the surface will be 
cleaner and the pile 
more vibrant; adding 
longevity, aesthetic and 
play value to the pitch.
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